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I don’t know how many of you know, but some of you may have thought about this.  On July 1, just a 
few weeks ago, I have been hanging around here for two years.  That was my two-year 
anniversary.  That’s a good thing.  I’m glad you clapped.  It’s been a good two years on many 
fronts.  Right now, in the wake of that two-year anniversary, I’d like to do this and I want you to do it 
back to me.  Ooooo, oooooo!  That was weak.  Do it again.  Ooooo, oooooo!  That was better.  That is 
the train leaving the station, the train of Peace Church, the Peace train.  If you like Cat Stevens, you 
know what that’s all about.  The Peace train is moving out of the station.   
  
I’ve been here two years hanging around.  We’ve got work to do, and we’re going to begin that work 
next Sunday with the Dawnings Initiative retreat which I talked about in the announcements this 
morning.  It will be at Black Lake Retreat Center which is near Asheboro.  It is associated with Catawba 
College and the UCC Southern Conference.  Some of you have been there.  Our team for this 
Dawnings Initiative Retreat is Susie Cressman, Maria Smith, Latoya Savage, Russ Haver, Kelly York, 
Ava Chambers and me.  The leader for us on that day is Brian Foreman, who is the pastor for the 
Center of Congregational Health in Winston-Salem.  A number of you have met him.  We have met with 
him, and we will have this day together next Sunday.  Ted (Wilkinson) will be here next Sunday to 
preach, so he will be covering the pulpit.   
  
What are we going to be doing next Sunday?  I think that is an important question.  It’s not just going to 
be this leadership team that is going.  They are going but they will be coming back to share what the 
process is going to be like.  It is to start a formal process of discernment for what God is calling us to be 
and to do.  We will be listening to one another, listening to our history, listening to biblical narrative, 
listening to God, and listening to the spirit to discern what it is that God has in mind for Peace Church, 
so we’re going to begin the hard work of doing church in this new time that we live in.   
  
One of the processes of this will be to develop a vision for Peace Church, a vision which will be 
different from the past.  I don’t know how it will be different.  That remains to be seen, but it will not be 
what Peace Church has been, though it will incorporate parts of what Peace Church has been because 
we are a process.  We are always in motion.  God is always at work and is not done with us yet.   
  
Vision is to discover what we are passionate about.  To be passionate about something is to be 
compelled or ruled by intense emotion or feelings, so our visioning process with Dawnings is going to 
be a process of discerning not only what God wants from us but discerning what Peace Church is 
passionate about, what we’re excited about and trusting to sort of float on the buoyancy of God that 
God is going to take us and our passions forward into our world and into our ministry.   
  
As we reflect on Ephesians 4, as Ray read, it is a letter to the Gentiles.  It is dated, scholars think, late 
first century, perhaps 90 of the common era.  We don’t know for sure, but it is late first century.  It is 
important to the Gentiles because, as the commentator said, the Gentiles (as opposed to the Jews—
this is not the Jewish Christian church, it is the Gentiles) in this church, or even the Gentiles who are 
getting in touch with Jesus in the early first century of experience of the church, are experiencing a 
radical transformation of their personal and social identities.  For these Gentiles, this is an entirely new 
thing.  They do not have the background of being Jewish, so learning about Jesus, learning about the 
traditions of Jesus, many of which were Jewish, was all brand new for them, so they were experiencing 
this personal and social transformation of their identities.  So, the writer of Ephesians said that you 
were taught to put away your former way of life and to clothe yourselves with a new self.  This letter is 
encouraging, reminding these new Christians that you are to put away your former way of life and to 
clothe yourselves with a new self.  There is something going on transformation-wise.  These people are 
going to transform into a new identity which means to leave behind what they were and what they 



believed prior to the coming of Jesus into their lives.  This was a new bunch of people, new 
converts.  Converts are always filled with energy, excitement and fear.   
  
The writer of Ephesians then said to begin this process, let no evil talk come out of your mouths but 
only what is useful for building up. Be kind to one another, tender hearted and forgiving.  The writer of 
Ephesians is saying to this new group, here is what is going to be happening.  We’re going to start 
going down this new road, this “Jesus road”.  We’re going to go down this new road and it’s going to stir 
up everyone in a good way, but it is also going to create anxiety within this new community, and how 
we manage those anxieties, feelings, emotions and passions is very important to go forward.  So, this 
writer of Ephesians is saying to be kind to one another as we live out this faith.  Don’t hurt your fellow 
disciple.  Don’t talk people down.  Don’t engage the gossip tree.  Don’t do any of that stuff that will stir 
up negativity in this difficult process.  It is a good word for Ephesians, and it is a good word for us.   
  
The phrase that I was totally drawn to as I went over this scripture for this morning was “Be imitators of 
God”.  I am not sure what we do in our culture these days in terms of expectations of 
Christians.   Christians in our culture are everything and nothing at all.  We can be and celebrate 
anything that is Christian.  That is sort of a reality of our current situation, but being imitators of God is a 
very, very powerful call upon the body of Christ.  Don’t just think about Jesus.  Don’t just consider 
Jesus.  Don’t just be sort of squishy and soft in your faith.  Imitate what God wants you to do.  Be like 
God is what is being said to this Ephesian church.  Be imitators of God.   
  
I suspect if we are honest about that challenge of trying to imitate God, and I can only speak about my 
own journey,  I am pretty far away from that.  My days are sort of an interesting mix of faithfulness and 
wandering in the wilderness.  In the mornings I wander in the wilderness.  I have about five minutes in 
the afternoon when I am actually pretty good.  That falls away and, you know, this is our lives.  As one 
of my professors in seminary said, “life is messy”, but the word here is to be an imitator of God.  It is a 
challenge to all of us.  It is a challenge to your pastor.  It is a challenge to all of you who are members 
of this church to live what we say and what we claim as followers of Christ.  We need the grace of God 
to do that because we struggle all the time, and we are given mercy, forgiveness and grace, thank 
goodness, but the challenge is still there.  Be imitators of God.  Be imitators of this God that is revealed 
to us through Jesus Christ.  The challenge is not like, oh, you are new and this is difficult and you ought 
to do as well as you can.  It is really a great challenge to that Ephesian church to be imitators.  Do it up 
right and fall back on the grace of God when you don’t.  It is a great challenge. 
  
So, what would all of this look like if we were to imitate God, if we were to, in our visioning process, sort 
of move to a new place?  It very inevitably needs to be an evangelical place—that is, a place that is on 
fire with the gospel, on fire with this new vision for the world that we are going to bring others into.   
  
Research suggests now that what people are looking for is not necessarily entertainment in church, but 
authenticity.  They want a real experience of God.  They want a real experience of community.  They 
want a real experience of this Jesus guy and all that he taught and lived.  The goal, as researchers are 
determining, is that people who are not in church are not in church because what they really want is 
authenticity.  They want a real experience of God and that’s what we’re challenged to provide, live, 
model and share with the world.   
  
What will all this look like?  I throw this out not as the final word but just as the words to get us to start 
imagining that.  When our folks come back from the Dawnings retreat, that’s really going to be the 
energy for the wheels to start moving, and we’re going to have lots of conversations, I’m sure, about 
who we are, what we believe and what we claim.   
  
Here is a banner that has been circulating around different churches.  I saw it somewhere.  I’m not sure 
where but maybe I saw it online.  Maybe I saw it on Google.  Here is the banner and it is a vision for the 
church.  It is a banner that would hang outside the church.  Cars would drive by, and it would say in 
words what this church is all about.  It says in big letters “Be the church”, then it has a commentary of 
what that might look like.   Be the church.  Protect the environment.  Protect God’s creation.  Be 



committed to what God has created for us and placed in our hands to be stewards of.  Be the 
church.  Some of this we already do. 
  
The second one is “Care for the poor”.  There is absolutely nothing that could be argued about whether 
or not Jesus cared about the poor.  He said more stuff about the poor and was very clear in one of His 
agendas that we should be engaged with helping the lowest of the low in our society.  We do some of 
that already.  We have a long history here at Peace Church of doing that, but this is clearly the mandate 
of the church—finding ways to welcome and help the poorest of the poor in our society.  What scholars 
think about Jesus is that, when He was talking about the poor, He wasn’t just talking about the 
deserving poor.  He was talking about the expendables.  In that first century, there were people all over 
the streets, lying down in the streets in rags, in boxes with nothing.  Jesus had a very particular concern 
for those expendables and that community that followed around Jesus, and that was one of their 
concerns.  Be the church.  Forgive often is a primary and foundational belief of this community.  We do 
not live in a forgiving culture.  We live in a litigious culture.  We sue people, but in the still community of 
Jesus, we live and we lead with forgiveness.  
  
Just a way to think about forgiveness, I think we make forgiveness in our culture very trite, sort of 
forgive and forget, blah, blah, blah...  Forgiveness is not that easy.  Forgiveness is actually very difficult; 
nevertheless, it is the central element of the Christian faith.  Forgive often. 
  
I want to suggest to you that the relationship between the pastor of a church and the congregation 
cannot go anywhere without forgiveness because pastors (and I know from my own experience) are 
imperfect people.  We are filled with shortcomings and wounds of our own that we’ve picked up along 
life’s journey.  We are not perfect by any means, and pastors need your forgiveness, as I need your 
forgiveness for my shortcomings.  Pastors who work with 100 members encounter your shortcomings 
every day.  Every day you guys let me down, but every day you all can be helped also.  I see in you the 
grace of God.  I see in all of you the gifts and blessings that God has given to you, and that is what I 
decide to work with.  That is how the relationship has to be between the relation between you and me 
and the world.  What happens in our world today is that we see the negative in people, and we decide 
to engage them with their warts, not the church.  In the church, we forgive often, and it’s a beautiful 
experience to be forgiven by one another and to be forgiven by God.   
  
Two parts of this banner include “Reject racism and embrace diversity”.  We have all kinds of 
discussions going on in our culture—very difficult discussions about race and about diversity, but with 
Jesus there is no doubt that what He was about was bringing everyone to the table, so maybe when the 
Peace train leaves the station, it starts taking the direction where we start saying to our world outside of 
these walls “This is where everyone is welcome”—regardless of your economic background, your racial 
background, your ethnic background.  Whatever your background is, Jesus has commanded us to 
make a community that looks like the world.  Our world needs a church like that.  We need to be that 
church that says “Everyone is welcome here” because Jesus was trying to create the kingdom of God 
on earth, and it cannot be the kingdom of God on earth if everyone is not at the table.   
I want to say that, when I was hired here two years ago, I saw the early signs that Peace Church was 
already going down that road.   We just need to claim it, pursue it more, and truly make this 
congregation the kingdom of God, where everyone is welcome, and that is always a tricky 
conversation, but it is the mandate of the gospel.   
  
The last couple of things on this banner are “Share earthly and spiritual resources.  Share earthly 
resources.  We do all right with that.  We do.  We give a lot of money away.  We should do that.  Our 
society demands charity at this point.  Share spiritual resources.  That’s a long conversation except just 
to say let’s share the love.  Let’s share the love.  Let’s share the family that we have at Peace 
Church.  Let’s figure out how to get that out there in the world and start actively inviting people to this 
love family.   That is how I have experienced Peace Church over these two years.  Yes, we’ve had our 
little gripes and all that stuff that go on in any church, but mostly on Sunday morning I feel the 
love.  People who have joined the church since I came along have often said it was the people.  The 
love is here.  The love is real.  That is the gift of this church for us to build upon.  That is about sharing 



the earthly and, more importantly, the spiritual resources.  I think the women’s prayer group is a 
wonderful example of how spiritual resources are shared.   
  
The last two things on this wonderful, challenging banner are “Love God”.  To be the church is to love 
God and to “Enjoy this life”—to love God and to enjoy this life.  Live this life here on earth now for the 
gift that it is.  God has blessed us with life.  God has given us this gift of life that is so easily taken for 
granted, and God has given it to us and said to live it, live it with joy, live it with hope, live it with 
passion, live it with gratitude, for every day of life that is given to us.  So, that’s the banner.  That’s the 
vision.  That’s presented as a way to start stirring up the pot so we can begin to go down the road with 
this Dawnings Initiative process, where we will be developing a vision.  Most important, I think, as we 
go forward, is that each and every one of us believes that God is at work at Peace Church, that God 
has something HUGE in mind for Peace Church, and  that we will work together to discover and discern 
exactly what God has in mind for us as we go forward into this new future.  Thanks be to God for our 
history and for our future that is unfolding before our eyes.  Amen. 
  
  


